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Poincari’s method of small parameter is used to investigate the existence of 

periodic motions of a gyrostat with a fixed point, consisting of a rigid body 

and a rotor. The friction at the rotor shaft and other dissipative effects are 

neglected. The gyrostatic moment is assumed constant. The free Euler - 

Poinsot motion is chosen to represent the generating solution. 

The motion of the gyrostat above a fixed point in a central Newtonian gravity 
field is described by a Hamiltonian which in the canonical Andoyer variables 4, G,, 

HI, II, g,, h, [I. 21 has the form 

k’= 
GI;;+~ (A L2 

cos2 1, + B sins Ii) + 2~ - 

u== - p (xc%+ Y,Y2 + ZcY8) - $j$ (41~ + Bva2 +Ca2) 

Here -4, B and C are the principal moments of intertia of the gyrostat relative to 
the fixed point, ki, ks and ks are the projections of the gyrostatic moment on the 

principal axes of inertia, P denotes the weight and m the mass of thegyrostat ZC, YC 

and z, are the coordinates of the center of mass of the gyrostat in the body coordinate 

system and A, y2 and IS are the direction cosines of the radius vector R of the 

fixed point of the gyrostat emerging from the center of attraction, in the body coord- 

inate system. 
Let us pass to the canonical action-angle variables L, C, H, 1, g, h. The expan- 

sions of the Andoyer variables L,, G,, H,, Z,, gl,. h, is terms of the action-angle vari- 

ables L, G, H, 1, g, h were given in [33. The Hamiltonian of the problem is given 

in terms of these variables by the expression 
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Here &?, R is the E&one&x delta and the quantities c,,s,: P,,,T~, 6,t,,, ysl, ,,, Q, i r 
%*T1* %,o %,*TI’ ccit.0 are given by we43 known series written in terms of increasing 
powers of the parameter e, the coefficients of which depend on li. Since the coeff- 
icients bi,, ti are indeperxknt of the gym&at& moment and of the coordin&es of the 
maus center of the gyro&& thty cointide with the coefficients U,,, M apBaoring in 
the expetndon describing the foroe iimetion in f4J. The motion of the gyro&at is descri- 
bed by the canonical equaUons, and the sy&rn of equations admist two first iategr@s 

R = c,, II = c* 

We assume that the ellipsoid of inertia for the fixed point of the gyrostat differs 
little from the ellipsoid of revolution, i. e. the difference A - B is small. Moreover, 
the center of mas of the gymtat is situated sufficiently near the fixed point, and the 
gyrostattc moment is small. In this case the Hamiltonian function can be separated in- 
to two parts in such a manner, that the function @I remains very small in modul0. 
within the domain of variation of the canonical variables, compared with the first term 
KO 

K=Ko(L,G) +pK,(+, -+-, U) 

K,(L,G&+-+ (+++)@ 

Here KO denotes the unperturbed Hamiltonian describing the Eulerian motion IrKl 
fs the perturbing kiamiltonian and p is a small parameter. The Hamiltonian Ko de- 
pends on the action variables L and G only, and the generating so&&x~ defined by 
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it has the form lb = n,(O)t + y, L, = a1 

go = n,@)t + 02, co = a* 

ho = os, Ho = as 

where Wi and *i are arbitrary constants. The frequencies of the angle variables are 

equal to 
(oj 

nl =-+- I- (bos+3)$+...] 
[ 

> 
++j(b,ji)e?+.. ., b,=* 

aI2 
When the frequencies nr(” and n*(O) are commensurable, the motion becomes pert- 

odic. 
Let us now consider the conditions of existence of periodic solutions of the system 

of equations with the Hamiltonian (Z), which coincide with the generating solution 

when P = 0. The equations of perturbed motion admit, according to the results obtain- 

ed by Poincari [5], periodic solutions at small values of p, provided that the genera- 

ting solutions satisfy the conditions 
8 tK11 3 [KII 

A1(KO)+O, x=0,---=0 
(3) 

aa 
T 

4W,1)#0, [&I=+ \ Kl*t 

Here A, is the Hessian of the unperturbed Ham:ltonian in Lo and Co, and As 

is the Hessian of the mean value of the perturbing Hamiltonian [Krl in as and 02. 

The first condition of (3) always holds, except in the case of complete dynamic 

symmetry. This is because we have, with the accuracy of up to ~2 , 

4(K,) =&(+++) -t&X 
[4(3b,+1)+30(+$+)(+-1)+...]#0 

To investigate the remaining conditions of periodicity, we must compute the mean 
value of the perturbing function ICI over a single period. 

possible: I) (2N- 1) n?’ = n,(O), 2) 2NQ) = 

and we obtain for the function [Krl , respectively, 

The following cases are 

?ls(O) 

ka, zc + a2N_-_1, ___1 sin r) + ) 
b 
2N-1. -1 cosq + b, (2.v_-lj, -2 (=sh, q = (2N - 1) I, - g, 

2) [Kll = b,, o ($- 9 + , k,, zC) + b2N, --1 cm 5 + bqN, __-? cos 25 
C=ZNl,- g, 

where N p a positive integer. The coefficients aO,W_I._l’bo’0l,~2N_~,_~, b2(sx_rj. -2, 
b 2N,-19 %V.J-2 can be found from (2), with the action variables Lo, Co and Ho assu- 

ming the generating values. 
The second condition of (3) yields the relation for the generating values of the angle 

variables 1, a” and h. In the case of commensurability 1) this relation assumes the 

form 
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“2N-1. -_1 cos ? - b2N+ -1 sin rl - 2b, C2N_-1j, _2 sin 27~ = 0 

In the case of commenurability 21, the values of lo, go and ho coincide with the 
correspondiug values obtained in [4]. The third condition of (3) holds in the case of 
commeusurabilfty 1) when zc = ‘0 and Ho = 0, with Z~ and YC arbitrary. The 
last condition of (3) always holds. 

Thus we have shown that the problem of motion of a gyrostat in a central Newton- 
ian force field admitr a family of periodic Poincari solutions. 
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